CALL FOR WORKSHOPS

EuCNC & 6G Summit 2022 is the 31st edition of a successful series of a conference in the field of telecommunications, sponsored by the European Commission. The conference focuses on various aspects of 5G and 6G communications systems and networks, including cloud and virtualization solutions, management technologies, hardware components and microelectronic technologies, and vertical application areas. It targets to bring together researchers from all over the world to present the latest research results, and it is one of the main venues for demonstrating the results of research projects, especially from successive European RDI programmes.

Workshop proposals are invited in all Tracks (full list available at the website):

- PHY – Physical Layer and Fundamentals
- RAS – Radio Access and Softwarisation
- NET – Network Softwarisation
- OPE – Operational & Experimental Insights
- VAP – Vertical Applications and Internet of Things
- OPE – Operational & Experimental Insights
- 6ET – 6G Enabling Technologies
- 6GV – 6G Vision

Workshops may address one or more Tracks, but they should be organised under a unified theme. Workshops are intended to allow projects or any other group of authors to present their own work.

Workshops may include invited speakers, papers and panels. The structure of workshops is not fixed, and proposers may design it as they think best. Proposers are responsible for defining the full contents of the Workshop, namely authors and presenters. It is not expected that open calls for papers are launched for Workshops, in order to attract authors or presenters. Workshop papers can be either Presentations, Extended Abstracts (2 pages) or Full Papers (5 pages) and should be reviewed by the Workshop Technical Programme Committee. These papers will be part of the Conference Proceedings (if the authors wish to do so), but they will not be submitted to IEEE Xplore.

All participants and speakers in Workshops, regardless of the nature of their presentation, including organisers, must pay the registration fee. Workshop organisers are offered 1 or 2 workshop registrations, for a half- or full-day workshop, respectively, being up to them to decide who will benefit from them.

Workshops may extend for either a full- or a half-day, and they will be held in the day prior to conference start, i.e., June 7th, 2022.

Workshop proposals should be submitted via a specific template, according to the instructions available at the website. Proposers should provide information on the Title, Duration, Motivation and Background, Structure, and associated Technical Programme Committee.

Key dates: 2022 Jan. 28 – Workshop proposals submission deadline
2022 Mar. 11 – Notification of acceptance
2022 Apr. 15 – Workshop papers submission